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Abstract: Shape restoration is defined as the problem of constructing a desired, or goal, solid shape Sg
by growing an initial solid Si, which is a subset of the goal but is otherwise unknown. This definition
attempts to capture abstractly a situation that often arises in the physical world when a solid object
loses its desired shape due to wear and tear, corrosion or other phenomena. For example, if the top of
the femur becomes distorted, the hip joint no longer functions properly and may have to be replaced
surgically. Growing it in place back to its original shape would be an attractive alternative to replacement.
This paper presents a solution to the shape restoration problem by using autonomous assembly agents
(robots) that self-assemble to fill the volume between Sg and Si. If the robots have very small dimension
(micro or nano), the desired shape is approximated with high accuracy. The assembly agents initially
execute a random walk. When two robots meet, they may exchange a small number of messages. The
robot behavior is controlled by a finite state machine with a small number of states. Communication
contact models chemical communication, which is likely to be the medium of choice for robots at the
nanoscale, while small state and small messages are limitations that also are expected of nanorobots.
Simulations presented here show that swarms of such robots organize themselves to achieve shape
restoration by using distributed algorithms. This is one more example of an interesting geometric
problem that can be solved by the Active Self-Assembly paradigm introduced in previous papers by
the authors.
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INTRODUCTION

This paper is concerned with active assembly agents
whose capabilities include a limited ability to exchange
information with neighbors, to grip, release and move
relative to neighbors, to perform a random walk through
their environment and to decrement a number. This small
set of actions, controlled by a finite state machine, is
sufficient to allow the solution of a large class of tasks
through self-assembly. We have previously explored some
of the capabilities of such assembly agents in (Arbuckle and
Requicha 2004).

In this paper, we address the problem of self-assembling
a goal shape around a pre-existing object of unknown shape.
We use Active Self-Assembly to achieve this goal.

The paper begins with a description of some related
work, followed by a description of what we are trying to
achieve and the general approach we have taken. Following
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this are three sections describing our methods in more
detail. Finally, we discuss the results of applying these
techniques in simulation and our conclusions.

RELATED WORK

The concept of Active Self-Assembly was introduced by
our USC colleagues in (Jones and Mataric 2003, Shen et al
2003) and explored by the authors in (Arbuckle and
Requicha 2004).

Jones and Matarić (2003) discussed a particular
self-assembly technique that is applicable to any fully
specified and fully connected structure in the plane. This
technique places a state machine in each of the assembly
agents. The assembly agents bind to one another when
their states are compatible according to the transition rules
of the state machine, and then transition to new states. The
transition rules are automatically generated by a compiler,
which takes the desired planar structure as its input. This
technique has at least one machine state for each agent po-
sition in the structure, and thus the memory requirement
of the agents grows with the area of the structure.

Klavins et al (2004) have described robotic self-assembly
in terms of graph grammars and conformational switch-
ing, resulting in systems with capability and limitations
comparable to those of Jones and Matarić (2003).
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Hormone-based control as described in (Shen et al 2000,
Salemi et al 2001), partially inspired the concept of active
self-assembly. The “hormones” presented in these papers
are messages, which trigger different actions in different
places. Although these papers discuss self-reconfigurable
robotics rather than self-assembly, the idea of explicit local
communication is a powerful one for self-assembly swarms
as well.

Shen et al (2003) have applied hormone-based con-
trol to self-assembly, but in the context of spaceborne
operation, where communication between non-neighbor
assembly agents is practical and complex assembly agents
are acceptable. Neither assumption is maintained in this
paper.

GOALS AND METHODS

Many structures must occasionally be rebuilt such that the
resulting shape matches some specific desired shape. This
is a hard task for self-assembly because the degradation
of the old structure leaves an unpredictably shaped core
in place. This core can interfere with the self-assembly
process. Patterns of shape growth, which expand outward
from the core to create a predetermined shape, seem to be
generally unworkable. However, patterns that establish the
boundary of the goal shape and then grow inwards toward
the core can be made to work.

There are two stages to such a growth pattern: first, a
seed must be located at a known position relative to the
final desired shape. Second, the shape must be grown from
the seed. This paper addresses only the second stage.

Establishing the boundary of a goal shape is a task
addressable by active self-assembly. This can be done by
causing the assembly to take place along the path of a
pre-routed message, as shown in the following section. Al-
ternatively, if the environment provides cues about where
the border should be, a partially specified shape (Arbuckle
and Requicha, 2004) can be used to define the boundary.

Once the assembly agents create the boundary of the
shape, the task becomes filling the interior. This is done
by having the agents, which make up the boundary shift
themselves inward when they find themselves grabbing
another agent on their ‘out’ side. The two agents move
while bound together and the outer agent becomes part
of the shell, while the inner agent becomes part of the
interior of the shape. In this way, the shell acts as a one-
way permeable membrane for assembly agents.

After performing the shift-inward operation, the agent
that ends up on the inside can either release its hold and
begin a random walk, or it can remain attached to the other
agent. There are advantages and disadvantages to both
choices.

The advantages of having the agents remain attached
when they become part of the interior of the structure (the
“guided method” below) are speed and information. Under
this scheme, every agent that comes in contact with the
structure during its construction can be incorporated into

the structure within a constant amount of time. Further, it
is possible to organize the construction so that the agents
comprising the structure know when the construction is
complete.

The advantages of having the agent release and wander
when they become part of the interior of the structure
(the “random method”) are simplicity, completeness and
repair. The state machine required to implement such a
scheme is significantly less complicated than that of the
guided method. Because the agents are free to wander
anywhere they are physically able to fit, given sufficient
time the entire interior of the structure will be packed with
assembly agents, whereas the guided method may leave
gaps due to the constrained motion of the agents. Finally,
the random method facilitates the creation of self-repairing
structures.

ESTABLISHING THE BOUNDARY

The boundary of the desired shape grows from an
assembly agent called the “seed”, which instigates the
self-assembly process. If the environment permits it, we
can use techniques such as the self-assembly of par-
tially specified shapes (Arbuckle and Requicha, 2004) to
construct the boundary without resorting to encoding its
precise shape in the self-assembly rules. If the environ-
ment is not so conveniently laid out, the assembly rules
must fully specify the shape.

A good way for the assembly rules to specify a precise
polygonal shape is to have them include a route along which
the seed periodically sends a message. The message path
defines the edges of the shape. Each time a message is to
be passed to a neighbor, which is not grabbed, this is a cue
to grab that neighbor. Often there is no assembly agent
in the neighboring position, in which case the message is
dropped.

For example, consider assembling a 3 × 3 agent square
boundary. Initially, the seed is alone, periodically attempt-
ing to send a message consisting of a tag B1 and a counter
1 (denoted <B1,1>) to a single neighbor (Figure 1A).

After some time, another assembly agent (agent a1)
wandering through the environment causes it to become
the neighbor to which the seed is transmitting (Figure 1B).

This agent, on receiving <B1,1> changes state from
“wander” to “member”, i.e., from the state representing a
random walk to the state representing membership in the
structure (Figure 1C).

When an agent in the “member” state receives a
message with a counter greater than zero, the counter is
decremented and the modified message is transmitted from
the side opposite of where it was received (Figure 1D).

Eventually, another agent (agent a2) will become a1’s
neighbor, receive the <B1,0> message a1 is transmitting
and become a member (Figure 1E).

Since <B1,0> has a counter of zero, the counter is not
decremented and the message is not forwarded; instead, a2
has a rule in its memory that says “when you are a member
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Figure 1 Constructing the perimeter.

Figure 2 Complex self-assembled structure.

and you receive <B1,0> from the left, remain a member
and send <B2,1> up”, as shown in Figure 1F.

Messages tagged B2 grow a vertical line and trigger
the transmission of B3 messages, which grow a horizontal
line and trigger the transmission of B4 messages. Once
B4 messages have caused a line to grow into contact with
the seed, the seed will start receiving <B4, 0> messages,
which indicates that the square is complete (Figure 1G).

This way of defining shapes is different from the one
presented in (Arbuckle and Requicha, 2004) in a couple of
ways: this representation of a shape is not as compact, and
so it requires more onboard memory in the assembly agents
in order to implement, and the route-based representation
can encode an approximation of any path, and so is more
general. For example, the shells of the black constructions
shown in Figure 2 were grown in this way.

If the assembly agents have the ability to move relative
to their neighbors, the propagation of the messages from
agent to agent can provide a guide for the motion of
assembly agents. This allows them to move toward the part
of the structure, which is currently being assembled. As
the structure gains boundary area, more agents encounter
it during their random walks through the environment and
are guided to the unfinished part. This is a major efficiency
gain, reducing the number of dropped messages and thus
decreasing the time required to assemble the boundary.

This process generalizes to three-dimensional shapes.
Again, the message routes define the edges and message

propagation can guide assembly agents to where they are
needed. Once the edges have been built, the guided method
described in “Establishing the Boundary” section can be
used to fill in the faces of the shape, after which either the
guided or random method can be used to fill in the interior
of the shape.

To characterize the rate of growth of the border of
a polygonal structure, we will assume that the assembly
agents are cubes of unit dimension, the volume within
which the assembly is occurring is infinite, and the density
of assembly agents in the volume approaches a constant
as distance away from the assembly structure increases to
infinity. The angles between the sides of the polygon have
a weak influence over the final result, and so for simplicity
we will consider the polygon as a straight line with length
equal to the sum of the lengths of its sides.

The rate of growth is related to the rate at which assem-
bly agents contact the growing structure. This rate is the
sum of the rate of contact at the ends and the rate of contact
in the rest of the line. The rest of this analysis assumes that
the global population density of assembly agents remains
approximately constant. At the ends of the line, the rate at
which agents contact the structure is approximately con-
stant, and we can treat it as such. In the middle, the contact
rate at each member agent is approximately constant, and
so the total contact rate grows with the number of assembly
agents in the structure, up to the point where interference
effects from the agents moving along the structure toward
the construction area prevent further bindings. This in-
terference occurs when the part of the structure closer to
the seed is gathering assembly agents quickly enough that
most messages are accompanied by an assembly agent.

Since new agents cannot take their place in the structure
more often than messages reach the point of construction,
and agents are reaching the point of construction at the
same rate that messages are, and the rate of message trans-
mission can be anything which makes sense for the hard-
ware, we can see that the rate of growth increases to the
maximum practicable for the assembly agent architecture
as the structure grows.

Using routed messages to define polygonal or polyhedral
shapes requires an amount of memory proportional to the
number of vertices required to describe the shape, because
each vertex requires a rule in memory describing in which
direction to forward each message. A constant set of rules
suffices to provide other necessary behavior.

RANDOM METHOD

The random method begins with a boundary (the “shell”)
of the desired shape already constructed. The members of
the shell are in a set of states we will collectively call “Shell”.
One of the assembly agents (the “seed”) begins emitting
messages (“seed messages”) to one of its neighbors. The
state machines in the assembly agents contain a precom-
puted route for these messages, consisting of a sequence of
“forward the message to neighbor X” instructions, which
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Figure 3 Self repair.

causes the message to visit each of the assembly agents in
the shell and then return to the seed.

When an agent in the shell receives a seed message,
and it is holding on to an assembly agent on its “out”
side, it attempts to move inward while holding on to the
outer agent, so that they both move in synchrony. If this
succeeds, the outer agent will soon receive a seed message,
which will trigger a transition to the shell state and cause
it to release the agent on its “in” side, which will return to
the initial random walk state. If the move inward fails, for
example, due to interference by another assembly agent
already inside the structure, the next receipt of a seed
message will trigger another attempt.

If the seed messages used in the random method are the
same messages that guide the formation of the shell, then
when the structure is damaged by removal of some of its
non-seed members it will self-repair without any outside
interference or guidance. For example, consider a square
of sixteen assembly agents with the seed in the bottom
left corner (Figure 3A). Due to the action of a hostile
environment, the bottom right four agents are knocked out
of the structure (Figure 3B). The seed messages trigger the
same operations that constructed the shape originally, first
placing assembly agents into the missing shell positions
(Figure 3C), then attempting to shift agents into the center
(Figure 3D).

As the interior of the shape gets more crowded, the
probability of interference in the shift inward operation
increases. For this reason, the shape cannot generally
be guaranteed to fill entirely in any finite amount of
time.

GUIDED METHOD

The guided method, like the random method, begins with
a shell of the desired shape already constructed.

When an agent in a Shell state receives a seed message
and it has hold of another assembly agent on its “out” side,
it transitions to an Inner state and attempts to move inward
while holding on to the outer agent. If this succeeds, the
outer agent will soon receive a seed message, which triggers
a transition to a Shell state. If the operation fails, the agent

Figure 4 Filling by the guided method.

(now in an Inner state) will receive another seed message,
saying that there is no room for more agents on its “in”
side. In that case, the agent transitions to a state from the
set called Done. Regardless of whether the agent can move
inward, a “shell message” is sent along the route instead of
the seed message that was received.

When an agent in the Shell state receives a shell mes-
sage, it pushes the agent grabbing its “out” side, if any, in
the direction of propagation of the message and send the
message onward.

When an agent in the Done state receives a seed message,
it pushes the agent grabbing it on the “out” side in the
direction of propagation of the message, and sends the
message onward.

Agents in corners change state from Shell to Done as
soon as they receive a Seed message, and never try to shift
inward.

The result is that when an assembly agent encounters the
shell, it moves to the agent that is at the transition point
between seed messages and shell messages, and is then
incorporated into the structure. The transition point moves
around the structure until it reaches the seed, at which time
the seed is aware that the structure is complete, and can
take whatever actions are appropriate for the continuing
use of the structure. Example actions might be to trigger
a transition to a new set of states in which the structure
behaves differently, or to send a message which causes an
assembly agent somewhere in the structure to become a
seed for a new growth.

We can estimate the time required to fill in the structure
using the guided method by examining the steady-state
solution to Fick’s equations (see, for example, Berg, 1993)
describing the rate of diffusion to a spherical absorber in
an infinite volume: I = 4π DaC0, where I represents the
rate of contact between assembly agents and the absorb-
ing structure, D is the constant diffusion coefficient, a is
the radius of the structure and C0 is the concentration of
assembly agents as the distance away from the structure ap-
proaches infinity. Since I and a are the only variables in this
equation, the rate at which new assembly agents contact the
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Figure 5 Time to complete construction.

structure is proportional to the radius, to the degree that
a sphere approximates the shape of the structure. Because
assembly agents make at most one complete traversal of the
surface of the shape between their initial contact and the
time that they are incorporated into the shape, which takes
a constant amount of time per agent, the time required to
fill the shape is approximately proportional to the volume
of the shape over the rate at which assembly agents contact
the surface, and is thus approximately proportional to the
square of the radius of the shape: α1

a3

I = α2a2.

RESULTS

We have used active self-assembly in simulated swarms
to ‘restore’ irregular shapes into regular squares. Both
the guided and random methods have been applied. The
experiments were performed in a discrete-space 2D
simulation with reflective boundaries at the edges of
the “world”. Each of the assembly agents was simulated
individually and simulations consisted of swarms of sizes
ranging from 5000 to 20,000 or more assembly agents.

We found the guided method to be more difficult
to implement and more susceptible to interference than
the random method. However, it does live up to its
promise of bounded assembly time, as can be seen in
Figure 5, a chart of the number of simulation steps re-
quired before the structure was completely filled over 50
consecutive assembly processes of the “R” shape in
Figure 2. Figure 4 displays a guided self-assembly pro-
cess in out simulator, (A) with the boundary partially com-
plete, (B) in an early stage of assembly, with the transition
from seed to shell messages partway up the right side, (C)
in a later stage of assembly with the transition partway
across the top, and (D) fully assembled. The black boxes in
these figures represent the pre-existing core around which
we are assembling, while the light gray represents the
assembly agents.

In our tests of the random method, we found that
the behavior matched the expectations described in “The
Random Method” section. Using a state machine with
approximately 25% as many transitions as the guided
method, the desired shape is built, filled in, and

Figure 6 Filling by the random method.

automatically repaired if it is damaged. As expected, it
takes a long time for the shape to be filled near-fully with
assembly agents.

Figure 6 displays a random assembly process in our
simulator in several stages, (A) as a shell with a slightly
higher density of assembly agents inside than outside,
(B) as a somewhat packed shell that has had one corner
destroyed, (C) after the corner is mostly repaired and
(D) with the corner fully repaired and the internal agent
density significantly increased. As before, the black repre-
sents the obstacles and the gray represents the assembly
agents.

CONCLUSION

We have shown two methods by which an active self-
assembly process can transform an object of unknown
shape into an object of known shape by surrounding the
unknown object with assembly agents. We have shown that
these techniques work in large-scale simulations, and we
have characterized their behavior analytically and empiri-
cally. We have shown that these techniques are flexible in
terms of the shapes that can construct, and demonstrated
self-repair using one of the techniques.
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